Restaurant reviewers do not opine in the form of bisques and soufflés, nor do theatre critics settle their scores by staging one-act productions of their own. Book reviewers, by contrast, must criticise in the medium of the thing criticised. Thus, as a matter of course, the relationship between book review and book becomes fraught: competitive, corrective, schadenfreudean, Oedipal. What 1200-word son does not dream of deposing the 90,000-word father?
In 1997, to take a famous example, the gifted upstart David Foster Wallace attempted a full overthrow of Olympus, brutally reviewing John Updike's Toward the End of Time in the New York Observer. DFW's opening line is dense with Oedipal implication:
Mailer, Updike, Roth-the Great Male Narcissists who've dominated postwar realist fiction are now in their senescence, and it must seem to them no coincidence that the prospect of their own deaths appears backlit by the approaching millennium and on-line predictions of the death of the novel as we know it. 1 Despite an IQ in the number range we associate with the speed of Japanese bullet trains, DFW lacked Updike's language gift, his ability-as Nicholson Baker identified it in his memoir of literary obsession U and I-to be at once fiddling with his storm windows and vouchsafing to a TV interviewer below sculpted paragraphs of publishable prose (says Baker: 'I was stunned to recognize that in Updike we were dealing with a man so naturally verbal that he could write his fucking memoirs on a ladder!' 2 ). This prose envy explains the word senescence, with its oozing psychological implications. It signifies not only that generational transition is due but also that the oppressive potency of the elder generation has been negated and reduced to the pathetic. DFW's second paragraph envenoms the point:
Toward the End of Time concerns an incredibly erudite, articulate, successful, narcissistic and sex-obsessed retired guy who's keeping a one-year journal in which he explores the apocalyptic prospect of his own death. It is, of the total 25 Updike books I've read, far and away the worst, a novel so mind-bendingly clunky and self-indulgent that it's hard to believe the author let it be published in this kind of shape. 3 The staged artlessness of the intensifier 'incredibly,' the deliberately deflated diction of 'guy,' the vaguely lysergic connotations of 'mind-bendingly, ' the bandana-wearing pose generally-these constitute a passive-aggressive dig at Updike's high-aesthetic fluency. Thus the 1990s take revenge on the 1950s, the son upon the father.
In the mundane world of academia, the book review doesn't usually entail such psychodrama. The institutional rationale for the review requirement is that would-be tenured professors must demonstrate 'engagement' with their fields. The thinness of this rationale is plain. Reviewing a few books per year demonstrates nothing like meaningful engagement with an entire field or with a sub-field or even with the thought of a single scholar. It does not demonstrate that one is 'up-todate. ' What it does demonstrate-not meaninglessly-is the willingness to participate in academic ritual and the absorption of certain academic values-most basically, belief in scholarship as a progressive, accretive, ongoing enterprise, as opposed, for example, to the supposition that if Shakespeare or Nietzsche didn't say it, it doesn't need saying. To review an academic monograph, whether positively or negatively, is to sanction an entire order-from grant application to triumphant inch amid the sixth-floor stacks-of which the monograph is mere symbol. Whatever might be said about the specific book, the reviewer affirms the collective aspiration that underwrites all such books.
The reviewer, of course, has no sense of these abstractions. There is only the blank page on the computer screen, that heavenly grow-light disconcertingly proportioned as a gravestone. The allure of the unpaid and almost surely unread book review is the allure of all existential knife-edges (e.g., balloon journeys, moon landings, deep-sea fathomings, marriage proposals, winding mountain roads undomesticated by guardrails). The point of book reviewing is the point of all writing: to cheat entropy, whether by élan, rigour, honesty, or intelligence.
The book review involves an additional complexity all its own. It attempts to cheat entropy in response to someone else's attempt to cheat entropy. In this sense, the book review is epistolary. If a book is an open letter to humankind, a review is humankind's hasty, possibly ill-considered response by penny post. There is, as I said, an inevitable competitive or even Oedipal element; there is a strong corrective urge; there is the joy of corroboration, the fanfare of congratulation; most basically, there is the delicate, responsible business of feeling your way through someone else's thought. This requires tact, courtesy, sensitivity, and-most difficult of all-the willingness to take exception, to inflict pain.
Unlike DFW, I have no stomach for deathblows, leaving aside the question of whether I can deliver them. It's one thing to needle a celebrity like Updike; quite another to imperil an assistant professor with a $52,000 salary hanging by a thread and no likelihood of finding another job. In those rare instances when duty-bound to criticise, I feel ill at ease, queasy, guilty, and yet there is another duty in play, a literary duty not to be a punch-pulling milksop. I invariably recall Yeats's poem 'He Wishes for the Cloths of Heaven, ' which ends, But I, being poor, have only my dreams; I have spread my dreams under your feet; Tread softly because you tread on my dreams.
' Ah, ' I say to myself, 'I am not only not treading softly on somebody's dreams, but soiling them with the cigarette ash of my sniffy little opinions. ' Nothing about this feels good.
Here's a fanciful notion. In the alternate universe of Philip Pullman's Golden Compass, every person has a daemon, an incarnate external soul in the form of an animal. Touching someone else's daemon is taboo, an abhorrent (but I would think tempting) invasion of privacy. It seems to me that a book is like a daemon, which makes a book review a socially sanctioned chance to touch-fondle, poke, tail-pull-somebody else's daemon. Though one to hear the clock of life always ticking, Virginia Woolf wrote many dozen book reviews. Each hour of her labour, priceless as a subtraction from her fiction, measures the fascination of this daemonic contact. Who does not want to bury one's hand in the fur of the arctic fox or test the rigidity of that quizzical pipe cleaner belonging to the ring-tailed lemur?
In his 'Confessions of a Book Reviewer, ' George Orwell envisions the book reviewer as a bald, bent, varicose prisoner of a Dickensian Grub Street:
Half hidden among the pile of papers is a bulky parcel containing five volumes which his editor has sent with a note suggesting that they 'ought to go well together. ' They arrived four days ago, but for 48 hours the reviewer was prevented by moral paralysis from opening the parcel. Yesterday in a resolute moment he ripped the string off it and found the five volumes to be Palestine at the Cross Roads, Scientific Dairy Farming, A Short History of European Democracy (this one is 680 pages and weighs four pounds), Tribal Customs in Portuguese East Africa, and a novel, It's Nicer Lying Down, probably included by mistake. His review-800 words, say-has got to be 'in' by midday tomorrow. 4 The academic reviewer has an equally baleful deadline. It falls not in forty-eight hours, but in six years, at which time the relevant dean or committee will want to see at least a few book reviews. For the professorial book reviewer whose head throbs with the ticking tenure clock, all seems stalled, hopeless, the crank of the sausage grinder defective, but eventually the invisible ink of the blank page begins to materialise as prospective language. The tenure clock quiets-the page becomes, in Emerson's phrase, 'luminous with manifold allusion. ' Even Orwell's bedraggled book reviewer knows this sensation:
And yet curiously enough his copy will get to the office in time. Somehow it always does get there in time. At about nine p.m. his mind will grow relatively clear, and until the small hours he will sit in a room which grows colder and colder, while the cigarette smoke grows thicker and thicker. 5 The reviewer may construct his review of 'stale old phrases, ' as Orwell says, but they 'jump into their places like iron fillings obeying the magnet. ' The cigarette smoke indicates that entropy remains the operative universal
